Text Classification (SATC) may be defined as the task of ranking a set D of automatically labelled textual documents in such a way that, if a human annotator validates (i.e., inspects and corrects where appropriate) the documents in a top-ranked portion of D with the goal of increasing the overall labelling accuracy of D, the expected increase is maximized. An obvious SATC strategy is to rank D so that the documents that the classifier has labelled with the lowest confidence are top ranked. In this work, we show that this strategy is suboptimal. We develop new utility-theoretic ranking methods based on the notion of validation gain, defined as the improvement in classification effectiveness that would derive by validating a given automatically labelled document. We also propose a new effectiveness measure for SATC-oriented ranking methods, based on the expected reduction in classification error brought about by partially validating a list generated by a given ranking method. We report the results of experiments showing that, with respect to the baseline method mentioned earlier, and according to the proposed measure, our utility-theoretic ranking methods can achieve substantially higher expected reductions in classification error.
INTRODUCTION
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An automatic TC system may support this task by ranking, after the classification phase has ended and before validation begins, the classified documents in such a way that, if the human annotator validates the documents starting from the top of the ranking, the expected increase in classification effectiveness that derives from this validation is maximized. This article is concerned with devising good ranking strategies for this task.
One obvious strategy (also used in Martinez-Alvarez et al. [2012] ) is to rank the documents in ascending order of the confidence scores generated byˆ , so that the topranked documents are the ones thatˆ has classified with the lowest confidence. The rationale is that an increase in effectiveness can derive only by validating misclassified documents, and that a good ranking method is simply the one that top-ranks the documents with the highest probability of misclassification, which (in the absence of other information) we may take to be the documents whichˆ has classified with the lowest confidence.
In this work, we show that this strategy is, in general, suboptimal. Simply stated, the reason is that the improvements in effectiveness that derive from correcting a false positive or a false negative, respectively, may not be the same, depending on which evaluation function we take to represent our notion of "effectiveness." Additionally, the ratio between these improvements may vary during the validation process. In other words, an optimal ranking strategy must take into account the improvements mentioned earlier and how these impact on the evaluation function; we will thus look at ranking methods based on explicit loss minimization, that is, optimized for the specific effectiveness measures used.
The contributions of this article are the following. First, we develop new utilitytheoretic ranking methods for SATC based on the notion of validation gain, defined as the improvement in effectiveness that would derive by correcting a given type of mistake (i.e., false positive or false negative). Second, we propose a new evaluation measure for SATC based on a probabilistic user model, and use it to evaluate our experiments on standard TC datasets. The results of these experiments show that, with respect to the confidence-based baseline method discussed earlier, our ranking methods are substantially more effective.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work, while Section 3 sets the stage by introducing preliminary definitions and notation. Section 4 describes our base utility-theoretic strategy for ranking the automatically labelled documents, while in Section 5 we propose a novel effectiveness measure for this task based on a probabilistic user model. Section 6 reports the results of our experiments in which we test the effectiveness of ranking strategies by simulating the work of a human annotator that validates variable-sized portions of the labelled test set. In Section 7, we address a potential problem deriving from the "static" nature of our strategy, by describing a "dynamic" (albeit computationally more expensive) version of the same strategy, and draw an experimental comparison between the two. In Section 8, we acknowledge the existence of two different ways ("micro" and "macro") of averaging effectiveness results across classes, and show that the methods we have developed so far are optimized for macro-averaging; we thus develop and test methods optimized for micro-averaged effectiveness. Section 9 concludes by charting avenues for future research.
remarked earlier, the goals of the two tasks are different. In AL, we are interested in top-ranking the unlabelled documents that, once manually labelled, would maximize the information fed back to the learning process, while in SATC we are interested in top-ranking the unlabelled documents that, once manually validated, maximize the expected accuracy of the automatically classified document set. As a result, the optimal ranking strategies for the two tasks may be different too.
Some approaches to AL take into account the costs of misclassification, thus attributing different levels of importance to different types of error. In Kapoor et al. [2007] , these costs are embedded into a decision-theoretic framework, which is reminiscent of our utility-theoretic framework. A value-of-information criterion is used in order to select samples which maximize profit, determined by the total risk of classification and the total cost of labelling. The total risk is formulated as a utility function in which the probability of each classification and the risk associated with it are taken into account. The concept of risk is reminiscent of the notion of "gain" defined in our utility function (see Section 4.2), but its purpose is to consider the human effort needed in correcting a misclassified sample [Vijayanarasimhan and Grauman 2009] . Therefore, this decision-theoretic strategy is not aimed to directly improve classification accuracy, but to minimize the manual work of the annotator, which is quantified by the risk and the cost of labelling.
Semiautomated TC. While AL (and, to a much lesser degree, TDC) have been investigated extensively in a TC context, SATC has been fairly neglected by the research community. While a number of papers (e.g., Larkey and Croft [1996] , Sebastiani [2002] , and Yang and Liu [1999] ) have evoked the existence of this scenario, we are not aware of many published papers that either discuss ranking policies for supporting the human annotator's effort, or that attempt to quantify the effort needed for reaching a desired level of accuracy. For instance, while discussing a system for the automatic assignment of ICD9 classes to patients' discharge summaries, Larkey and Croft [1996] say "We envision these classifiers being used in an interactive system which would display the 20 or so top ranking [classes] and their scores to an expert user. The user could choose among these candidates (...)," but do not present experiments that quantify the accuracy that the validation activity brings about, or methods aimed at optimizing the cost effectiveness of this activity.
The recent paper [Martinez-Alvarez et al. 2012] tackles the related problem of deciding when a document is too difficult for automated classification, and should thus be routed to a human annotator. However, the method presented in the paper is not applicable to our case, since (a) it is undefined for documents with no predicted labels (a fairly frequent case in multilabel TC), and (b) it is undefined when the classification threshold is zero (again, a fairly frequent case in modern learning algorithms, including the two used in the present paper).
In a subsequent paper [Martinez-Alvarez et al. 2013] , the same authors study a family of SATC methods that exploit "document difficulty", taking into account the confidence scores computed by the base classifiers. They also present a comparison between the techniques they propose and that presented in an earlier version of the present article [Berardi et al. 2012] ; in this comparison, the former are claimed to outperform the latter on the Reuters-21578 dataset discussed in Section 6.4. However, this comparison is incorrect since the authors compare the results of their ranking methods as applied to confidence scores generated by support vector machines (SVMs), with those of the Berardi et al. [2012] ranking method as applied to confidences scores generated by a different learner (MP-BOOST -see Esuli et al. [2006] ). A correct comparison among ranking methods must instead be carried out by providing to all methods the same input, that is, the same confidence scores (whose generation is not part of the method itself). The comparison reported in Martinez-Alvarez et al. [2013] is incorrect also because it is carried out in terms of the ENER μ ρ measure (see Section 5.3); instead, as stated in Berardi et al. [2012] , the measure according to which the method of Berardi et al. [2012] should be evaluated is ENER M ρ , and not ENER μ ρ , since it is ENER M ρ that method was optimized for. In Section 8, we will indeed present SATC methods optimized for ENER μ ρ . An application of the method discussed in Section 7 to performing SATC in a market research context is presented in Berardi et al. [2014] .
PRELIMINARIES
Given a set of textual documents D and a predefined set of classes C = {c 1 , . . . , c m }, (multiclass multilabel) TC is usually defined as the task of estimating an unknown target function : D × C → {−1, +1}, that describes how documents ought to be classified, by means of a functionˆ : D × C → {−1, +1} called the classifier 1 ; +1 and −1 represent membership and nonmembership of the document in the class. Here, "multiclass" means that there are m ≥ 2 classes, while "multilabel" refers to the fact that each document may belong to zero, one, or several classes at the same time. Multiclass multilabel TC is usually accomplished by generating m independent binary classifierŝ j , one for each c j ∈ C, each entrusted with deciding whether a document belongs or not to a class c j . In this article, we will actually restrict our attention to classifiersˆ j that, aside from taking a binary decision D ij ∈ {−1, +1} on a given document d i , also return a confidence estimate C ij , that is, a numerical value representing the strength of their belief in the fact that D ij is correct (the higher the value, the higher the confidence). We formalize this by taking a binary classifier to be a functionˆ j : D → R in which the sign of the returned value D ij ≡ sgn(ˆ j (d i )) ∈ {−1, +1} indicates the binary decision of the classifier, and the absolute value C ij ≡ |ˆ j (d i )| represents its confidence in the decision.
For the time being, we also assume that
(the well-known harmonic mean of precision and recall) is the chosen evaluation measure for binary classification, whereˆ j (T e) indicates the result of applyingˆ j to the test set T e and TP j , FP j , FN j , TN j indicate the numbers of true positives, false positives, false negatives, true negatives in T e for class c j . Note that F 1 is undefined when TP j = FP j = FN j = 0; in this case, we take F 1 (ˆ j (T e)) = 1, sinceˆ j has correctly classified all documents as negative examples. The assumption that F 1 is our evaluation measure is not restrictive; as will be evident later on in the article, our methods can be customized to any evaluation function that can be computed from a contingency table.
As a measure of effectiveness for multiclass multilabel TC, for the moment being we use macro-averaged F 1 (noted F M 1 ), which is obtained by computing the class-specific F 1 values and averaging them across all the c j ∈ C. An alternative way of averaging across the classes (micro-averaged F 1 ) will be discussed in Section 8.
In this article, the set of unlabelled documents that the classifier must automatically label (and rank) in the "operational" phase will be represented by the test set T e. 
A RANKING METHOD FOR SATC BASED ON UTILITY THEORY

Ranking by Utility
For the time being, let us concentrate on the binary case, that is, let us assume there is a single class c j that needs to be separated from its complement c j . The policy we propose for ranking the automatically labelled documents inˆ j (T e) makes use of utility theory, an extension of probability theory that incorporates the notion of gain (or loss) that derives from a given course of action [Anand 1993; von Neumann and Morgenstern 1944] . Utility theory is a general theory of rational action under uncertainty, and as such is used in many fields of human activity; for instance, one such field is betting, since in placing a certain bet we take into account (a) the probabilities of occurrence that we subjectively attribute to a set of outcomes (say, to the possible outcomes of a given football game), and (b) the gains or losses that we obtain, having bet on one of them, if the various outcomes materialize.
In order to explain our method, let us introduce some basics of utility theory. Given a set A = {α 1 , α 2 , . . .} of possible courses of action and a set = {ω 1 , ω 2 , . . .} of mutually disjoint events, the expected utility U (α i , ) that derives from choosing course of action α i given that any of the events in may occur, is defined as
where P(ω k ) is the probability of occurrence of event ω k and G(α i , ω k ) is the gain obtained if α i is chosen and event ω k occurs. For instance, α i may be the course of action "betting on Arsenal FC's win" and may be the set of mutually disjoint events = {ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 }, where ω 1 = "Arsenal FC wins", ω 2 = "Arsenal FC and Chelsea FC tie", and ω 3 = "Chelsea FC wins"; in this case, -P(ω 1 ), P(ω 2 ), P(ω 3 ) are the probabilities of occurrence that we subjectively attribute to the three events ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 ; -G(α i , ω 1 ), G(α i , ω 2 ), G(α i , ω 3 ) are the economic rewards we obtain if we choose course of action α i (i.e., we bet on the win of Arsenal FC) and the respective event occurs. Of course, this economic reward will be positive if ω 1 occurs and negative if either ω 2 or ω 3 occur.
When we face alternative courses of action, acting rationally means choosing the course of action that maximizes our expected utility. For instance, given the alternative courses of action α 1 = "betting on Arsenal FC's win", α 2 = "betting on Arsenal FC's and Chelsea FC's tie", α 3 = "betting on Chelsea FC's win", we should pick among {α 1 , α 2 , α 3 } the course of action that maximizes U (α i , ). How does this translate into a method for ranking automatically labelled documents? Assume we have a set D = {d 1 , . . . , d n } of such documents that we want to rank, and that c j is the class we deal with. For instantiating Equation (2) concretely, we need (1) to decide what our set A = {α 1 , α 2 , . . .} of alternative courses of action is; (2) to decide what the set = {ω 1 , ω 2 , . . .} of mutually disjoint events is; (3) to define the gains G(α i , ω k ); (4) to specify how we compute the probabilities of occurrence P(ω k ).
Let us discuss each of these steps in turn.
Concerning
Step 1, we will take the action of validating document d i as course of action α i . In this way, we will evaluate the expected utility U j (d i , ) (i.e., the expected increase in the overall classification accuracy of T e) that derives to the classification accuracy of class c j from validating each document d i , and we will be able to rank the documents by their U j (d i , ) value, so as to top-rank the ones with the highest expected utility.
Step 2, we have argued in the Introduction that the increase in accuracy that derives from validating a document depends on whether the document is a true positive, a false positive, a false negative, or a true negative; as a consequence, we will take = {tp j , f p j , f n j , tn j }, where each of these events implicitly refers to the document d i under scrutiny (e.g., tp j denotes the event "document d i is a true positive for class c j "). Our utility function has thus the form
How to address Step 3 (defining the gains) will be the subject of Sections 4.2 and 4.3, while
Step 4 (computing the probabilities of occurrence) will be discussed in Section 4.4.
Validation Gains
We equate G(d i , f p j ) in Equation (3) with the average increase in F 1 (ˆ j (T e)) that would derive by manually validating the label attributed byˆ j to a document d i in F P j . We call this the validation gain of a document in F P j . Note that validation gains are independent of a particular document, i.e.,
, since when the human annotator validates the label attributed to d i byˆ j and finds out it is correct, she will not modify it, and the value of F 1 (ˆ j (T e)) will thus remain unchanged.
Concerning misclassified documents, it is easy to see that, in general,
In fact, if a false positive is corrected, the increase in F 1 is the one deriving from removing a false positive and adding a true negative, that is,
where by F F P 1 (ˆ j ) we indicate the value of F 1 that would derive by correcting all false positives ofˆ j (T e), that is, turning all of them into true negatives. Conversely, if a false negative is corrected, the increase in F 1 is the one deriving from removing a false negative and adding a true positive, that is,
where by F F N 1 (ˆ j ) we indicate the value of F 1 that would derive by turning all the false negatives ofˆ j (T e) into true positives. Equation (4) defines the gain deriving from the correction of a false positive as the average across the gains deriving from the correction of each false positive in the contingency table (and analogously for Equation 5). The advantage of such a definition is that such average gain can be computed once for all during the entire process. We will see a different definition, leading to a different SATC method, in Section 7. 
Smoothing Contingency Cell Estimates
One problem that needs to be tackled in order to compute G(d i , f p j ) and G(d i , f n j ) is that the contingency cell counts TP j , FP j , FN j are not known (since in operational settings we do not know which test documents have been classified correctly and which have been instead misclassified), and thus need to be estimated 2 . In order to estimate them, we make the assumption that the training set and the test set are independent and identically distributed. We then perform a k-fold crossvalidation (k-FCV) on the training set: if by TP T r j we denote the number of true positives for class c j resulting from the k-fold crossvalidation on T r, the maximum-likelihood estimate of TP j iŝ
However, these maximum-likelihood cell count estimates need to be smoothed, so as to avoid zero counts. In fact, ifTP ML j = 0, it would derive from Equation (4) that there is nothing to be gained by correcting a false positive, which is counterintuitive. Similarly, ifFP may not be integers (which is not bad per se, since the notions of precision, recall, and their harmonic mean intuitively make sense also when we allow the contingency cell counts to be nonnegative reals instead of the usual integers), and may be smaller than 1 (this happens when |Te|/|Tr| < 1). This latter fact is problematic, both in theory (since it is meaningless to speak of, say, removing a false positive from Te when "there are less than 1 false positives in Te") and in practice (since it is easy to verify that negative values for
Smoothing has extensively been studied in language modelling for speech processing [Chen and Goodman 1996] and for ad hoc search in information retrieval (IR) [Zhai and Lafferty 2004] . However, the present context is slightly different, in that we need to smooth contingency tables, and not (as in the previous cases) language models. In particular, while theTP are the obvious counterparts of the document model resulting from maximum-likelihood estimation, there is no obvious counterpart to the "collection model", thus making the use of, for example, Jelinek-Mercer smoothing problematic. A further difference is that we here require the smoothed counts not only to be nonzero, but also to be ≥1 (a requirement not to be found in language modelling).
Smoothing has also been studied specifically for the purpose of smoothing contingency cell estimates [Burman 1987; Simonoff 1983] . However, these methods are inapplicable to our case, since they were originally conceived for contingency tables characterized by a small (i.e., ≤1) ratio between the number of observations (which in our case is |Te|) and the number of cells (which in our case is 4); our case is quite the opposite. Additionally, these smoothing methods do not operate under the constraint that the smoothed counts should all be ≥1, which is a hard constraint for us.
For all these reasons, rather than adopting more sophisticated forms of smoothing, we adopt simple additive smoothing (also known as Laplace smoothing), a special case of Bayesian smoothing using Dirichlet priors [Zhai and Lafferty 2004] which is obtained by adding a fixed quantity to each ofTP
As a fixed quantity we add 1, since it is the quantity that all our cell counts need to be greater than or equal to for Equations (4) and (5) to make sense. We denote the resulting estimates byTP . As it will be clear in Section 6 and following, this simple form of smoothing proves almost optimal, which seems to indicate that there is not much to be gained by applying more sophisticated smoothing methods to our problem context.
Note that we apply smoothing in an "on-demand" fashion, that is, we check if the contingency table needs smoothing at all (i.e., if any ofTP
is <1) and we smooth it only if this is the case. The reason why we adopt this "on-demand" policy will be especially apparent in Section 7.
Turning Confidence Scores into Probabilities
We derive the probabilities P(ω k ) in Equation (3) by assuming that the confidence scores C ij generated byˆ j can be trusted (i.e., that the higher C ij , the higher the probability that D ij is correct), and by applying to C ij a generalized logistic function f (z) = e σ z /(e σ z + 1). This results in
The generalized logistic function (see Figure 1 ) has the effect of monotonically converting scores ranging on (−∞, +∞) into real values in the [0.0,1.0] range (therefore, the probabilities of Equation (6) has no confidence at all in its own decision D ij ), then
that is, the probability of correct classification and the probability of misclassification are identical. Conversely, we have
that is, whenˆ j has a very high confidence in its own decision D ij , the probability that D ij is wrong is taken to be close to 0. The reason why we use a generalized version of the logistic function instead of its nonparametric version (which corresponds to the case σ = 1) is that using this latter within Equation (6) would give rise to a very high number of zero probabilities of misclassification, since the nonparametric logistic function converts every positive number above a certain threshold (≈36) to a number that standard implementations round up to 1 even by working in double precision. By tuning the σ parameter (the growth rate), we can tune the speed at which the right-hand side of the sigmoid asymptotically approaches 1, and we can thus tune how evenly Equation (6) The process of optimizing σ within Equation (6) is usually called probability calibration. How we actually optimize σ is discussed in Section 6.1.
Ranking by Total Utility
Our function U j (d i , ) of Section 4.1 is thus obtained by plugging Equations (4) and (5) into Equation (3). Therefore, we are now in a position to compute, given an automatically classified document d i and a class c j , the utility, for the aims of increasing F 1 (ˆ j (T e)), of manually validating the label D ij attributed to d i byˆ j . Now, let us recall from Section 3 that our goal is addressing not just the binary, but the multiclass multilabel TC case, in which binary classification must be accomplished simultaneously for |C| ≥ 2 different classes. It might seem sensible to propose ranking, for each c j ∈ C, all the automatically labelled documents in T e in decreasing order of their U j (d i , ) value. Unfortunately, this would generate |C| different rankings, and in an operational context it seems implausible to ask a human annotator to scan |C| different rankings of the same document set (this would mean reading the same document |C| times in order to validate its labels). As suggested in Esuli and Sebastiani [2009] for AL, it seems instead more plausible to generate a single ranking, according to a score
scores. In such a way, the human annotator will scan this single ranking from the top, validating all the |C| different labels for d i before moving on to another document. As the criterion for generating the overall utility score U (d i , ) we use total utility, corresponding to the simple sum
Our final ranking is thus generated by sorting the test documents in descending order of their U (d i , ) score. From the standpoint of computational cost, this technique is O(|T e| · (|C| + log |T e|)), since the cost of sorting the test documents by their U (·, ) score is O(|T e| log |T e|), and the cost of computing the U (·, ) score for |T e| documents and |C| classes is O(|T e| · |C|). 
EXPECTED NORMALIZED ERROR REDUCTION
No measures are known from literature for evaluating the effectiveness of a SATCoriented ranking method ρ. We here propose such a measure, which we call expected normalized error reduction (denoted ENER ρ ). In this section, we will introduce ENER ρ in a stepwise fashion.
Error Reduction At Rank
Let us first introduce the notion of residual error at rank n (noted E ρ (n)), defined as the error that is still present in the document set T e after the human annotator has validated the documents at the first n rank positions in the ranking generated by ρ. The value of E ρ (0) is the initial error generated by the automated classifier, and the value of E ρ (|T e|) is 0. We assume our measure of error to range on [0,1]; if so, E ρ (n) ranges on [0,1] too. We will hereafter call n the validation depth (or inspection depth).
We next define error reduction at rank n to be
that is, a value in [0,1] that indicates the error reduction obtained by a human annotator who has validated the documents at the first n rank positions in the ranking generated by ρ; 0 stands for no reduction, 1 stands for total elimination of error. Example plots of the ER ρ (n) measure are displayed in Figure 2 , where different curves represent different ranking methods ρ , ρ , . . . , and where, for better convenience, the x axis indicates the fraction n/|T e| of the test set that has been validated rather than the number n of validated documents. By definition, all curves start at the origin of the axes (i.e., if the annotator validates zero test documents, no error reduction is obtained) and end at the upper-right corner of the graph (i.e., if the annotator validates all the |T e| test documents, a complete elimination of error is obtained). More convex (i.e., higher) curves represent better strategies, since they indicate that a higher error reduction is achieved for the same amount of manual validation effort.
The reason why we focus on error reduction, instead of the complementary concept of "increase in accuracy," is that error reduction has always the same upper bound (i.e., 100% reduction), independently of the initial error. In contrast, the increase in accuracy that derives from validating the documents does not always have the same upper bound. For instance, if the initial accuracy is 0.5, if we assume that accuracy values range on [0,1] then an increase in accuracy of 100% is indeed possible, while this increase is not possible if the initial accuracy is 0.9. This makes the notion of "increase in accuracy" less immediately interpretable, since different datasets and/or different classifiers give rise to different initial levels of accuracy. So, using "error reduction" instead of "increase in accuracy" makes our curves more immediately interpretable, since error reduction has the same range (i.e., [0,1]) irrespectively of dataset used and/or initial classifier used.
Since (as stated in Section 3) we use F 1 for measuring effectiveness, as a measure of classification error we use E 1 ≡ (1 − F 1 ), which indeed (as assumed at the beginning of this section) ranges on [0, 1] . In order to measure the overall effectiveness of a ranking method across the entire set C of classes, we compute macro-averaged E 1 (noted E M 1 ), obtained by computing the class-specific E 1 values and averaging them across the c j 's; from this it derives that
we will indicate macro-averaged ER ρ (n), also obtained by computing the class-specific ER ρ (n) values and averaging them across the c j 's.
Normalized Error Reduction At Rank ...
One problem with ER ρ (n), though, is that the expected ER ρ (n) value of the random ranker is fairly high 4 , since it amounts to n |T e| . The difference between the ER ρ (n) value of a genuinely engineered ranking method ρ and the expected ER ρ (n) value of the random ranker is particularly small for high values of n, and is null for n = |T e|. This means that it makes sense to factor out the random factor from ER ρ (n). This leads us to define the normalized error reduction of ranking method ρ as NER ρ (n) = ER ρ (n) − n |T e| , with macro-averaged NER ρ (n) obtained as usual and denoted, as usual, by NER M ρ (n).
. . . And Its Expected Value
However, NER ρ (n) is still unsatisfactory as a measure, since it depends on a specific value of n (which is undesirable, since our human annotator may decide to work down the ranked list as far as she deems suitable). Following Robertson [2008] , we assume that the human annotator stops validating the ranked list at exactly rank n with probability P s (n) (the index s stands for "stoppage"). We can then define the expected normalized error reduction of ranking method ρ on a given document set T e as the expected value of NER ρ (n) according to probability distribution P s (n), that is,
with macro-averaged ENER ρ indicated, as usual, as ENER M ρ . Different probability distributions P s (n) can be assumed. In order to base the definition of such a distribution on a plausible model of user behaviour, we here make the assumption (along with Moffat and Zobel [2008] ) that a human annotator, after validating a document, goes on to validate the next document with probability (or persistence [Moffat and Zobel 2008] ) p or stops validating with probability (1 − p), so that 4 That the expected ER ρ (n) value of the random ranker is n |T e| is something that we have not tried to formally prove. However, that this holds is supported by intuition and is unequivocally shown by Monte Carlo experiments we have run on our datasets; see Figures 2 to 4 for a graphical representation.
It can be shown that, for a sufficiently large value of |T e|,
|T e| n=1 n · P s (n) (the expected number of documents that the human annotator will validate as a function of p) asymptotically tends to
thus denotes the expected fraction of the test set that the human annotator will validate as a function of p.
Using this distribution in practice entails the need of determining a realistic value for p. A value p = 0 corresponds to a situation in which the human annotator only validates the top-ranked document, while p = 1 indicates a human annotator who validates each document in the ranked list. Unlike in ad hoc search, we think that in a SATC context it would be unrealistic to take a value for p as given irrespective of the size of T e. In fact, given a desired level of error reduction, when |T e| is large the human annotators need to be more persistent (i.e., characterized by higher p) than when |T e| is small. Therefore, instead of assuming a predetermined value of p we assume a predetermined value of ξ , and derive the value of p from the equation ξ = 1 |T e| (1− p) . For example, in a certain application we might assume ξ = 0.20 (i.e., assume that the average human annotator validates 20% of the test set). In this case, if |T e| = 1000, then p = 1 − Note that the values of ENER ρ are bound above by 1, but a value of 1 is not attainable. In fact, even the "perfect ranker" (i.e., the ranking method that top-ranks all misclassified documents, noted Perf ) cannot attain an ENER ρ value of 1, since in order to achieve total error elimination all the misclassified documents need to be validated anyway, one by one, which means that the only condition in which ENER Per f might equal 1 is when there is just 1 misclassified document. We do not try to normalize ENER ρ by the value of ENER Per f since ENER Per f cannot be characterized analytically, and depends on the actual labels in the test set.
EXPERIMENTS
We have now fully specified (Section 4) a method for performing SATC-oriented ranking and (Section 5) a measure for evaluating the quality of the produced rankings, so we are now in a position to test the effectiveness of our proposed method. In Sections 6.1 to 6.5, we will describe our experimental setting, while in Section 6.6 we will report and discuss the actual results of these experiments.
Experimental Protocol
Let be a dataset partitioned into a training set T r and a test set T e. In each experiment reported in this article, we adopt the following experimental protocol: For
Step 1(b), we have used k = 10; we think this value guarantees a good tradeoff between the accuracy of the parameter estimates (which tends to increase with k) and the cost of computing these estimates (which also increases with k).
Probability Calibration
We optimize the σ parameter by picking the value of σ that minimizes the average (across the c j ∈ C) absolute value of the difference between Pos T r j , the number of positive training examples of class c j , and E[Pos T r j ], the expected number of such examples as resulting from the probabilities of membership in c j computed in the kfold crossvalidation. That is, we pool together all the training documents classified in the k-fold crossvalidation phase, and then we pick arg min
This method is a much faster calibration method than the traditional method of picking the value of σ that has performed best in k-fold crossvalidation 5 . In fact, unlike the latter, it does not depend on the ranking method ρ. Therefore, this method spares us from the need of ranking the training set several times, that is, once for each combination of a tested value of σ and a ranking method ρ.
Learning Algorithms
As our first learning algorithm for generating our classifiersˆ j , we use a boosting-based learner called MP-BOOST [Esuli et al. 2006] . Boosting-based methods have shown very good performance across many learning tasks and, at the same time, have strong justifications from computational learning theory. MP-BOOST is a variant of ADABOOST.MH [Schapire and Singer 2000] optimized for multilabel settings, which has been shown in Esuli et al. [2006] to obtain considerable effectiveness improvements with respect to ADABOOST.MH. In all our experiments, we set the S parameter of MP-BOOST (representing the number of boosting iterations) to 1000.
As the second learning algorithm, we use SVMs. We use the implementation from the freely available LibSvm library 6 , with a linear kernel and parameters at their default values.
In all the experiments discussed in this article, stop words have been removed, punctuation has been removed, all letters have been converted to lowercase, numbers have been removed, and stemming has been performed by means of Porter's stemmer. Word stems are thus our indexing units. Since MP-BOOST requires binary input, only their presence/absence in the document is recorded, and no weighting is performed. Documents are instead weighted (by standard cosine-normalized t f idf ) for the SVMs experiments. Notes: From left to right, we report the number of test sets |T | (Column 2) and, for each test set, the number of training documents |T r| (3), the number of test documents |T e| (4), the number of classes |C| (5), and the average number of classes per test document ACD (6). Columns 7-10 report the initial error (both E M 1 and E μ 1 ) generated by the MP-BOOST and SVMs classifiers.
Datasets
Our first dataset is the REUTERS-21578 corpus. It consists of a set of 12,902 news stories, partitioned (according to the standard "ModApté" split we have adopted) into a training set of 9603 documents and a test set of 3299 documents. The documents are labelled by 118 categories; the average number of categories per document is 1.08, ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 16; the number of positive examples per class ranges from a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 3964. In our experiments, we have restricted our attention to the 115 categories with at least one positive training example. This dataset is publicly available 7 and is probably the most widely used benchmark in TC research; this fact allows other researchers to easily replicate the results of our experiments.
Another dataset we have used is OHSUMED [Hersh et al. 1994 ], a test collection consisting of a set of 348,566 MEDLINE references spanning the years from 1987 to 1991. Each entry consists of summary information relative to a paper published on one of 270 medical journals. The available fields are title, abstract, MeSH indexing terms, author, source, and publication type. Not all the entries contain abstract and MeSH indexing terms. In our experiments, we have scrupulously followed the experimental setup presented in Lewis et al. [1996] . In particular, (i) we have used for our experiments only the 233,445 entries with both abstract and MeSH indexing terms; (ii) we have used the entries relative to years 1987 to 1990 (183,229 documents) as the training set and those relative to year 1991 (50,216 documents) as the test set; (iii) as the categories on which to perform our experiments we have used the main heading MeSH index terms assigned to the entries. Concerning the latter point, we have restricted our experiments to the 97 MeSH index terms that belong to the Heart Disease (HD) subtree of the MeSH tree, and that have at least one positive training example. This is the only point in which we deviate from Lewis et al. [1996] , which experiments only on the 77 most frequent MeSH index terms of the HD subtree.
The main characteristics of our datasets, and of three variants (called REUTERS-21578/10, REUTERS-21578/100, and OHSUMED-S) that will be discussed in Section 6.6, are conveniently summarized in Table I .
Lower Bounds and Upper Bounds
As the baseline for our experiments, we use the confidence-based strategy discussed in Section 1, which corresponds to using our utility-theoretic method with both G( f p) and G( f n) set to 1.
While the confidence-based method will act as our lower bound, we have also run "oracle-based" methods aimed at identifying upper bounds for the effectiveness of our utility-theoretic method, that is, at assessing the effectiveness of "idealized" (albeit nonrealistic) systems at our task.
The first such method (dubbed Oracle1) works by "peeking" at the actual values of TP j , FP j , FN j in T e, using them in the computation of G(d i , f p j ) and G(d i , f n j ), and applying our utility-theoretic method as usual. Oracle1 thus indicates how our method would behave were it able to "perfectly" estimate TP j , FP j , and FN j . The difference in effectiveness between Oracle1 and our method will thus be due to (i) the performance of the method adopted for smoothing contingency tables, and (ii) possible differences between the distribution of the documents across the contingency table cells in the training and in the test set.
In the second such method (Oracle2), we instead peek at the true labels of the documents in Te, which means that we will be able to (a) use the actual values of TP j , FP j , FN j in the computation of G(d i , f p j ) and G(d i , f n j ) (as in Oracle1), and (b) replace the probabilities in Equation (3) with the true binary values (i.e., replacing P(x) with 1 if x is true and 0 if x is false), after which we apply our utility-based ranking method as usual. The difference in effectiveness between Oracle2 and our method will be due to factors (i) and (ii) already mentioned for Oracle1 and to our method's (obvious) inability to perfectly predict whether a document was classified correctly or not.
Results and Discussion
The results of our experiments are given in Table II , where we present the results of running, for each of two learners (MP-BOOST and SVMs) and five datasets (REUTERS-21578, OHSUMED, and three variants of them -called REUTERS-21578/10, REUTERS-21578/100, OHSUMED-S -that we will introduce in Sections 6.6.2, 6.6.3, 6.6.4), our utility-theoretic method against the three methods discussed in Section 6.5. In Table II our method, Oracle1 and Oracle2 are actually indicated as U-Theoretic(s), Oracle1(s), and Oracle2(s), to distinguish them from variants (indicated as U-Theoretic(d), Oracle1(d), and Oracle2(d)) that will be described in Section 7. Table II For each of two learners and five datasets, and for each pairwise combination of all the methods discussed (including those we will discuss in Section 7), we have run a paired t-test with ENER M ρ (0.10) as the evaluation measure and 0.05 as the significance level, in order to determine whether the difference in performance between the two methods is statistically significant. The results of such tests are reported in Table III. 6.6.1. Mid-Sized Test Sets. Figure 2 Table II . The optimal value of σ returned by the k-fold crossvalidation phase is 0.554 for MP-BOOST and 7.096 for SVMs; these values, sharply different from 1 and from each other, clearly show the advantage of converting confidence scores into probabilities via a generalized logistic function.
The first insight we can draw from these results is that our U-Theoretic(s) method outperforms Baseline in a very substantial way (the paired t-test -see Table III indicates that this difference is statistically significant). This can be appreciated both from the plots of Figure 2 , in which the red curve (corresponding to U-Theoretic(s)) is markedly higher than the green curve (corresponding to Baseline), and from Table II. In the latter, for ξ = 0.10 (corresponding to p = 0.996) our method obtains relative improvements over Baseline of +109% (MP-BOOST) and +51% (SVMs); for ξ = 0.20 the improvements, while not as high as for ξ = 0.10, are still sizeable (+84% for MP-BOOST and +34% for SVMs), while for ξ = 0.05 the improvements are even higher than for ξ = 0.10 (+128% for MP-BOOST and +69% for SVMs). A second insight is that, surprisingly, our method hardly differs in terms of performance from Oracle1(s). The two curves can be barely distinguished in Figure 2 , and in terms of ENER M ρ Oracle1(s) is even slightly outperformed, in the MP-BOOST experiments, by U-Theoretic(s) (e.g., 0.226 vs. .222 for ξ = 0.10); the paired t-test (see Table III ) indicates that the difference between the two methods is not statistically significant. This shows that (at least judging from these experiments) Laplace smoothing is nearly optimal, and there is likely not much we can gain from applying alternative, more sophisticated smoothing methods. This is sharply different from what happens in language modelling, where Laplace smoothing has been shown to be an underperformer [Gale and Church 1994] . The fact that with MP-BOOST our method slightly 
Notes: "Y" means that there is a statistically significant difference between the two methods, while "N" means there is not; each 5-tuple of Y's and N's indicates this for the five datasets studied in this article (REUTERS-21578, REUTERS-21578/10, REUTERS-21578/100, OHSUMED, OHSUMED-S, in this order).
(and strangely) outperforms Oracle1(s) is probably due to accidental, "serendipitous" interactions between the probability estimation component (Equation 6 ) and the contingency cell estimation component of Section 4.3; in fact, the paired t-test indicates (see Table III ) that this difference is not statistically significant. A third interesting fact is that error reduction is markedly better in the SVM experiments than in the MP-BOOST experiments. This is evident from the fact that the Figure 2 curves for SVMs are much more convex (i.e., are higher) and are closer to the optimum (i.e., closer to the Oracle2(s) curve) than the corresponding Figure 2 curves for MP-BOOST. This fact is also evident from the numerical results reported in Table II It is easy to conjecture that, even if MP-BOOST yields higher classification accuracy, it generates less reliable (calibrated) confidence scores, that is, it generates confidence scores that correlate with the ground truth worse than the SVM-generated scores.
The rates of improvement of U-Theoretic(s) over the baseline are instead much higher for MP-BOOST than for SVMs (e.g., for ξ = 0.10 these are +109% and +51%, respectively). (The same goes for the improvements of Oracle1(s) over the baseline.) This is likely due to the fact that, as observed earlier, the absolute values of ENER M ρ (ξ ) obtained by the baseline are much higher for SVMs than for MP-BOOST for all methods, so the margins of improvement with respect to the baseline are smaller for SVMs than for MP-BOOST.
Small Test Sets.
We have also run a batch of experiments aimed at assessing how the methods fare when ranking test sets much smaller than REUTERS-21578. This may be more challenging than ranking larger sets since, when the test set is small, Laplace smoothing (i) can seriously perturb the relative proportions among the cell counts, which can generate poor estimates of G(d i , f p j ) and G(d i , f n j ), and (ii) is performed for more classes, since (as discussed at the end of Section 4.3) we smooth "on demand" only, and since the likelihood thatTP are smaller than 1 is higher with small test sets. This is also a realistic setting since, if a set of unlabelled documents is small, it is likely that validating a portion of it that can lead to sizeable enough effectiveness improvements is feasible from an economic point of view.
Rather than choosing a completely different dataset, we generate 10 new test sets by randomly splitting the REUTERS-21578 test set in 10 equally sized parts (about 330 documents each). In our experiments, we run each ranking method on each such part individually and average the results across the 10 parts. We call this experimental scenario REUTERS-21578/10. This allows us to study the effects of test set size on our methods in a more controlled way than if we had picked a completely different dataset, since test set size is the only difference with respect to the previous REUTERS-21578 experiments.
The results displayed in Figure 3 allow us to visually appreciate that U-Theoretic(s) substantially outperforms Baseline also in this context. This can be seen also from Table II: for ξ = 0.10, the relative improvement over Baseline is +110% for MP-BOOST and +30% for SVMs, and similarly substantial improvements are obtained for the two other values of ξ tested.
Incidentally, note that the REUTERS-21578/10 experiments model an application scenario in which a set of automatically labelled documents is split (e.g., to achieve faster throughput) among 10 human annotators, each one entrusted with validating a part of the set. In this case, each annotator is presented with a ranking of her own document subset, and works exclusively on it 8 . 
Tiny Test Sets.
In further experiments that we have run, we have split the REUTERS-21578 test set even further, that is, into 100 equally sized parts of about 33 documents each, so as to test the performance of Laplace smoothing methods in even more challenging conditions. We call this experimental scenario REUTERS-21578/100. From an application point of view, this is a less interesting scenario than the two previously discussed ones, since applying a ranking method to a set of 33 documents only is of debatable utility, given that a human annotator confronted with the task of validating just 33 documents can arguably check them all without any need for ranking. The goal of these experiments is thus checking whether our method can perform well even in extreme, albeit scarcely realistic, conditions.
The detailed ER M ρ (n) plots for this REUTERS-21578/100 scenario are presented in Figure 4 , while the ENER M ρ results are reported in Table II 9 . U-Theoretic(s) still outperforms Baseline, with a relative improvement of +42% with MP-BOOST and +21% with SVMs with ξ = 0.10, corresponding to p = 0.696; qualitatively similar improvements are obtained with the other tested values of ξ .
Note that in these experiments, unlike in those performed on the full REUTERS-21578, the Oracle1(s) method proves to be markedly superior to U-Theoretic(s) (e.g., 0.247 vs. 0.172 in terms of ENER M ρ (0.10) with MP-BOOST, and similarly for other values of ξ and for the SVM learner); unlike in the previous two datasets, the difference between the two methods turns out to be statistically significant. The reason is that, for a smaller test set, (a) distribution drift is higher, (b) "smoothing on demand" is invoked more frequently (because the likelihood that contingency table cells have a value ≤1 is higher), and (c) when smoothing is indeed applied, the distribution across the cells of the contingency table is perturbed more strongly.
Note also that the ER M ρ (n) curves are smoother than the analogous curves for the full REUTERS-21578 and, although to a lesser extent, those for REUTERS-21578/10. This is due to the fact that the curves in Figure 4 result from averages across 100 different 9 From the next experiments onwards, for reasons of space we will not include the full plots in the style of Figures 2 to 4, and will only report ENER M ρ results.
experiments, and the increase brought about at rank n is actually the average of the increases brought about at rank n in the 100 experiments.
6.6.4. Large Test Sets. While in the previous sections we have discussed experiments on mid-sized to small (or very small) datasets, we now look at larger datasets such as OHSUMED. The OHSUMED results in Table II confirm the quality of U-Theoretic(s), which outperforms the purely confidence-based baseline by +10% (MP-BOOST) and +9% (SVMs) in terms of ENER M ρ (0.10); qualitatively similar improvements are obtained for the other two values of ξ studied.
The OHSUMED collection is characterized by the presence of an unusually large number (93.1% of the entire lot) of unlabelled documents (i.e., documents, that are negative examples for all c j ∈ C) that originally belonged to other subtrees of the MeSH tree. Since such a large percentage is unnatural, we have generated (and also used in our experiments) a variant of OHSUMED (called OHSUMED-S) by removing all the unlabelled documents from both the training set and the test set.
As illustrated in Table II , on OHSUMED-S U-Theoretic(s) outperforms the confidence-based baseline by a very large margin (+374% with MP-BOOST and +127% with SVMs for ξ = 0.10, with qualitatively similar results for the other two tested values of ξ ).
6.6.5. Discussion. In sum, the results discussed from Section 6.6.1 to the present one have unequivocally shown that U-Theoretic(s) outperforms the confidence-based baseline, usually by a large or very large margin, for all the five tested datasets and for both tested learners.
Note that, for all five datasets and for both learners, the improvements of the utilitytheoretic methods over Baseline are larger for smaller values of ξ . This indicates that the difference between the two methods is larger for smaller validation depths, that is, where using the utility-theoretic method pays off the most is at the very top of the ranking. This is an important feature of this method, since it means that all human annotators, be they persistent or not (i.e., independently of the depth at which they validate), are going to benefit from this approach.
AN IMPROVED, "DYNAMIC" RANKING FUNCTION FOR SATC
The utility-theoretic method discussed in Section 4 is reasonable but, in principle, suboptimal, and its suboptimality derives from its "static" nature. To see this, assume that the system has ranked the test documents according to the strategy mentioned earlier, that the human annotator has started from the top of the list and validated the labels of document d i , that she has found out that its label assignment for class c j is a false negative, and that she has corrected it, thus bringing about an increase in F 1 equivalent to
Following this correction, the value of FN j is decreased by 1 and the value of TP j is increased by 1. This means that, when another false negative for c j is found and corrected, the value of (14) has changed. In other words, the improvement in F 1 due to the validation of a false negative is not constant through the validation process. Of course, similar considerations apply for false positives.
This suggests redefining the validation gains defined in Equations (4) and (5) as
To see the novelty introduced with respect to Equation (15), in the following we will discuss the case of false negatives; the case of false positives is completely analogous. The difference between Equations (5) and (15) is that the former equates G(d i , f n j ) with the increase in F 1 (ˆ j (T e)) that would derive by correcting all of the documents in F N j divided by their number, while the latter equates G(d i , f n j ) with the increase in F 1 (ˆ j (T e)) that would derive by correcting the next document in F N j . In other words, we might say that Equation (5) enforces the notion of average gain, while Equation (15) 
, and we use the newly computed U (d i , ) values when selecting the document that should be presented next to the human annotator. In detail, the following steps are iteratively performed:
(1) for all classes c j ∈ C, compute G(d i , f p j ) and/or G(d i , f n j ) using Equations (15) (15) would thus represent the gradient of F 1 ). We have preferred to stick to a discrete formulation, since (a) Equations (4) and (5) are instead not naturally formulated as derivatives (exactly because they represent average -rather than pointwise -gains), and since (b) having Equations (4), (5) and (15) This might also be dubbed an incremental ranking strategy, in the sense pioneered in Aalbersberg [1992] for relevance feedback in ad hoc search, in the sense that the values of G (d i , f p j ) and G(d i , f n j ) are incrementally updated so that the U (d i , ) function reflects the fact that part of T e has indeed been corrected. In keeping with Brandt et al. [2011] , we prefer to call it a dynamic strategy, and to call the one of Section 4 a static one.
Note that in Step 2 we simply compute the maximum element (according to U (d i , )) of T e instead of sorting the entire set, since we can perform this step in O(|T e|) instead of O(|T e| log |T e|) 11 . Furthermore, note that in this algorithm the recomputation of U j (d i , ) does not entail the recomputation of the probabilities P( f p j ) and/or P( f n j ) of Equation (3), since these probabilities are computed (i.e., calibrated) once for all, immediately after the training phase.
Note also that computing validation gains via Equations (4) and (5) is the only possibility within the static method (since the values of G(d i , f p j ) and G(d i , f n j ) produced must be used unchanged throughout the process), but is clearly inadequate in a dynamic context, in which validation gains are always supposed to be up-to-date reflections of the current situation.
The dynamic nature of this method makes it clear why, as specified at the end of Section 4.3, we smooth the cell count estimates only "on demand" (see also Step 4(c) of the previous algorithm), that is, only if any ofTP at each iteration, even when not strictly needed. Adding a count of one to each of them at each iteration means that, after k iterations, k counts have been added to each of them; this means that, after many iterations, the counts added to the cells have completely disrupted the relative proportions among the cells that result from the maximum-likelihood estimation. This would likely make the dynamic method underperform the static method, which does not suffer from this problem since the maximum-likelihood estimates are smoothed only once. As a result, we smooth a contingency table only when strictly needed, that is, when one ofTP
, we may find out under which conditions correcting a false negative yields a higher gain than correcting a false positive. It turns out that, when validation gains are defined according to Equation (15),
, that is, practically always. Of course, this need not be the case for evaluation functions different from F 1 , and in particular for instances of F β with β = 1.
From the standpoint of total computational cost, our dynamic technique is O(|T e| · (|C| + |T e|)), since (i) computing the U (d i , ) score for |T e| documents and computing their maximum according to the computed U (d i , ) score can be done in O(|T e| · |C|) steps, and (ii) this step must be repeated O(|T e|) times. This policy is thus, as expected, computationally more expensive than the previous one.
11 When computing this maximum element returns repeatedly a document whose labels are all correct, the lack of a sorting step entails the need of computing the maximum element several times in a row with the values of G(d i , f p j ) and G(d i , f n j ) unchanged. In these cases, the presence of a sorting step would thus have been advantageous. However, the likelihood that this situation occurs tends to be small, especially when |C| is large, thus making the computation of the maximum element preferable to sorting.
Experiments
The results of the experiments with the dynamic version of our utility-theoretic method and of our two oracle-based methods are reported in Figures 2 to 4 and in Table II , where they are indicated as U-Theoretic(d), Oracle1(d), and Oracle2(d). Of course, there exists no dynamic version of the baseline method, since this latter does not involve validation gains.
The first observation that can be drawn from these results is the fact that UTheoretic(d) is not superior to U-Theoretic(s), as could instead have been expected. In fact, in Figures 2 to 4 the curves corresponding to the former are barely distinguishable from those corresponding to the latter, and the numeric results reported in Table II show no substantial difference either; as reported in Table III , in 7 out of 10 cases (2 learners × 5 datasets) the difference is not statistically significant. Note that there are extremely small differences also between Oracle1(s) and Oracle1(d); again, in 7 out of 10 cases no statistically significant difference can be detected. This shows that the lack of any substantial difference between static and dynamic is not due to a possible suboptimality of the method for estimating contingency table cells (including the method adopted for smoothing the estimates). Analogously, note also the extremely small differences between Oracle2(s) and Oracle2(d) (again, no statistically significant difference in 7 out of 10 cases), which indicates that the culprit is not the method for estimating the probabilities of misclassification.
This substantial equivalence between the static and the dynamic methods is somehow surprising, since on a purely intuitive basis the dynamic method seems definitely superior to the static one. We think that the reason for this apparently counterintuitive results is that, when validation gains are recomputed in Step 4(d) of the algorithm, the magnitude of the update (i.e., the difference between validation gains before and after the update) is too small to make an impact. This is especially true for large test sets, where incrementing or decrementing by 1 the value of a contingency cell makes too tiny a difference, since that value is very large.
Actually, the part of Figure 2 relative to MP-BOOST displays an apparently strange phenomenon, that is, the fact that for some values of ξ the Oracle2(s) method outperforms Oracle2(d). A similar phenomenon can be noticed in some of the cells of Table II , where the static version of either Oracle1 or Oracle2 outperforms, even if by a small margin, the dynamic version. This seems especially strange for Oracle2(d), which is the theoretically optimal method (since it is a method that operates with perfect foreknowledge), and as such should be impossible to beat. The reason for this apparently counterintuitive behaviour lies not in the ranking methods, but in a counterintuitive property of F 1 , that is, the fact that, when TP = FN = 0 (i.e., there are no positives in the gold standard -and 25 out of 115 classes in the dataset used in Figure 2 have this property), its value is 0 when FP > 0 but 1 when FP = 0 (so, TP = FP = FN = 0 is a "point of discontinuity" for F 1 ). This essentially means that, when TP = FN = 0 and FP > 0, G(d i , f n j ) is 1/|FP| for the static method and 0 for the dynamic method; that is, in this case the dynamic method does not provide any incentive for correcting a false positive, while the static method does. As a result, the static method can speed up the correction of false positives more than the dynamic method does. As mentioned earlier, this phenomenon exposes a suboptimality not of the dynamic method, but of the F 1 function.
In Table IV , we report the actual computation times incurred by both U-Theoretic(s) and U-Theoretic(d) on our five datasets 12 . These figures confirm that the dynamic method is (as already discussed earlier) substantially more expensive to run than the static method; in particular, the magnitude of this difference, together with the marginal (if any) accuracy improvements brought about by the dynamic method over the static one, shows that the static method is much more cost effective than the dynamic one. In other words, the bad news is that the dynamic method brings about no improvement; the good news is that the computationally cheaper static method is hard to beat.
A "MICRO-ORIENTED" RANKING FUNCTION FOR SATC
In Section 3, we have assumed that the evaluation of classification algorithms across the |C| classes of interest is performed by macro-averaging the F 1 results obtained for the individual classes c j ∈ C. Consistently with this view, in Section 5 we have introduced macro-averaged versions of E 1 , ER ρ , NER ρ , and ENER ρ . Macro-averaging across the classes in |C| essentially means paying equal attention to all of them, irrespective of their frequency or other such characteristics. However, there is an alternative, equally important way to evaluate effectiveness when a set of |C| classes is involved, namely, micro-averaged effectiveness. While macro-averaged measures are computed by first computing the measure of interest individually on each class-specific contingency table and then averaging the results, micro-averaged measures are computed by merging the |C| contingency tables into a single one (via summing the values of the corresponding cells) and then computing the measure of interest on the resulting table. For instance, micro-averaged F 1 (noted F The net effect of using a single, global contingency table is that micro-averaged measures pay more attention to more frequent classes, that is, the more the members of a class c j in the test set, the more the measure is influenced by c j .
Neither macro-nor micro-averaging are the "right" way to average in evaluating multilabel multiclass classification; it is instead the case that in some applications we may want to pay equal attention to all the classes (in which case macro-averaging would be our evaluation method of choice), while in some other applications we may want to pay more attention to the most frequent classes (in which case we should opt for micro-averaging).
in Figures 2 to 4 . In a realistic setting in which only a portion of the ranked list is validated, the difference between U-Theoretic(s) and U-Theoretic(d) is smaller, since the cost of recomputing validation gains is roughly proportional to the validation depth, and since this cost affects U-Theoretic(d) but not U-Theoretic(s).
While we have not explicitly discussed this, the method of Section 4 was devised with macro-averaged effectiveness in mind. To see this, note that the U (d i , ) function of Equation (9) is based on an unweighted sum of the class-specific U j (d i , ) scores, that is, it pays equal importance to all classes in C. This means that Equation (9) is optimized for metrics that also pay equal attention to all classes, as all macroaveraged measures do. We now describe a way to modify the method of Section 4 in such a way that it is instead optimal when our effectiveness measure of choice (e.g., ENER ρ ) is micro-averaged. To do this, we do away with Equation (9) 
where
Equations (17) are the same as Equation (4) and (5), but for the fact that the latter are class specific (as indicated by the index j) while the former are global. This is due to the fact that, when using micro-averaging, there is a single contingency table, and the gain obtained by correcting, say, a false positive for c x is equal to the gain obtained by correcting a false positive for c y , for any c x , c y ∈ C. Of course, Equations (17) are to be applied when the static method of Section 4 needs to be optimized for micro-averaging; when we instead want to do the same optimization for the dynamic method of Section 7, we need instead to apply, in the obvious way, "global" versions of Equations (15). Actually, a second aspect in the method of Section 4 that we need to change in order for it to be optimized for micro-averaging is the probability calibration method discussed in Section 6.2. In fact, Equation (13) The same smoothing methods as discussed in Section 4.3 can instead be used; however, note that smoothing is likely to be needed much less frequently (if at all) here since, given that we now have a single global contingency table, it is much less likely that any of its cells have values <1.
Experiments
The experiments with our "micro-oriented" methods are reported in Table V. Note that, since the method we use as baseline corresponds (as noted in Section 6.5) to using UTheoretic(s) with all validation gains set to 1, the baseline we use here is different from the baseline we had used in Section 6.6, since the latter was optimized for macroaveraging while the one we use here is optimized for micro-averaging. This guarantees that, in both cases, our baselines are strong ones.
The results show that utility-theoretic methods bring about a much slighter improvement with respect to the baseline, compared to what we have seen for the macrooriented methods. For instance, for the SVM learner, REUTERS-21578 dataset, and validation depth ξ = 0.10, the improvement of our (static) micro-oriented utility-theoretic method with respect to the baseline is just +2%, while the improvement was +51% for the equivalent macro-oriented method. Across the two ranking methods (static and dynamic), five datasets, two learners, and three values of inspection depth studied, improvements range from −1% (i.e., in a few peculiar cases we even have a small deterioration) to +14%, much smaller than in the macro-oriented case in which the improvements ranged between +2% and +402%.
The main reason for these much smaller improvements lies in the combined action of two factors. The first factor is that the validation gains of Equations (17) are computed on the global contingency table, whose cells contain very large numbers, |C| times larger than the values in the local contingency tables of the macro-oriented method. This means that, since the values of the validation gains are very small (given that an increase or a decrease by 1 of very large values brings about little difference), the difference between G(d i , f p j ) and G(d i , f n j ) is even smaller. This makes the difference between the utility-theoretic methods and the baseline smaller. The second factor is that the utility function of Equation (16), by collapsing all the class-specific utility values for a document into a single value, tends to dwarf the differences between the documents.
It should also be noted that, in the micro-oriented method, improvements are small also because the margins of improvement are small. To witness, the improvements brought about by Oracle2(d) (our theoretical upper bound) with respect to the baseline are smaller than for the macro-oriented method. For instance, for the MP-BOOST learner, REUTERS-21578 dataset, and validation depth ξ = 0.10, this improvement is +168%, while it was +571% for the macro-oriented method. So, improving over the baseline is more difficult for the micro-oriented method than for the macro-oriented one. The reason why the margins of improvement are smaller is that, when accuracy is evaluated at the macro level, the infrequent classes play a bigger role than when evaluating at the micro level. Infrequent classes are such that a large reduction in error can be achieved even by validating a few documents of the right type (i.e., false negatives). As a consequence, for the infrequent classes a ranking method that pays attention to validation gains has the potential to obtain sizeable improvements in accuracy right from the beginning; and a method that favours the infrequent classes tends to shine when evaluated at the macro level.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a range of methods, all based on utility theory, for ranking the documents labelled by an automatic classifier. The documents are ranked in such a way as to maximize the expected reduction in classification error brought about by a human annotator who validates a top-ranked subset of the ranked list. We have also proposed an evaluation measure for such ranking methods, based on the expectation of the (normalized) reduction in error brought about by the human annotator's validation activity. This "semiautomated document classification" task is different from "soft (document-ranking) classification", since in the latter case it is the documents with the highest probability of being members of the class (and not the ones which bring about the highest expected utility if validated) that are top ranked. Experiments carried out on standard datasets and variants thereof show that the intuition of using utility theory is correct. In particular, of four methods studied, we have found that two methods optimized for micro-averaged effectiveness bring about only limited improvements, while the two methods optimized for macro-averaged effectiveness deliver drastically improved performance with respect to the baseline. We have also found that the two "static" methods, while seemingly inferior to the "dynamic" ones on a purely intuitive basis, perform as well as the dynamic ones at a fraction of the computational cost.
It should be remarked that the very fact of using a utility function, that is, a function in which different events are characterized by different gains, makes sense here since we have adopted an evaluation function, such as F 1 , in which correcting a false positive or a false negative brings about different benefits to the final effectiveness score. If we instead adopted standard accuracy (i.e., the percentage of binary classification decisions that are correct) as the evaluation measure, utility would default to the probability of misclassification, and our method would coincide with the baseline, since correcting a false positive or a false negative would bring about the same benefit. The methods we have presented are justified by the fact that, in TC and in other classification contexts in which imbalance is the rule, F 1 is the standard evaluation function, while standard accuracy is a deprecated measure because of its lack of robustness to class imbalance (see e.g., Sebastiani [2002, Section 7.1 .2] for a discussion of this point).
The methods we have proposed are valid also when a different instantiation of the F β function (i.e., with β = 1) is used as the evaluation function. This may be the case, for example, when classification is to be applied to a recall-oriented task (such as e-discovery [Oard et al. 2010; Oard and Webber 2013] ), in which case values β > 1 are appropriate. In these cases, our utility-theoretic method can be used once the appropriate instance of F β is plugged, in place of F 1 , into the equations defining the validation gains (and into the equations that lead to the definition of ENER ρ (ξ )). The same trivially holds for any other evaluation function, even different from F β and even multivariate and nonlinear, provided it can be computed from a contingency table. It is easy to foresee that, the higher the difference between the roles that false positives and false negatives play into the chosen function, the bigger the improvements brought about by the utility-theoretic methods with respect to the baseline are going to be. (For instance, it is easy to foresee that these improvements would be higher for F 2 than for F 1 .)
We also remark that this technique is not limited to TC, but can be useful in any classification context in which class imbalance [He and Garcia 2009] , or cost-sensitivity in general [Elkan 2001 ], suggest using a measure (such as F β ) that caters for these characteristics.
Note that, by using our methods, it is also easy to provide the human annotator with an estimate of how accurate the labels of the test set are as a result of her validation activity. In fact, if the contingency cell maximum-likelihood estimatesTP (see Section 4.3) are updated (adding and subtracting 1 where appropriate) after each correction by the human annotator, at any point in the validation activity these are up-to-date estimates of how well the test set is now classified, and from these estimates F 1 (or other) can be computed as usual.
In the future, we would like to try applying an SATC method after a transductive learner (e.g., Transductive SVMs [Joachims 1999 ]) has been used to generate the base classifier in place of the standard inductive learners we have used in this work. A transductive method, rather than attempting to generate a model that minimizes the expected risk on any test set, attempts to minimize misclassifications on a specific test set. When the focus of one's application is squeezing the highest possible accuracy from a specific test set, as is the case when using SATC, it would thus make sense to use a transductive instead of an inductive learning method.
